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Abstract Using monthly meteorological observation data at 633 sites in China during

1961–2012, the drought severity change has been investigated in terms of the Standardized

Precipitation Index (SPI) and the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index

(SPEI) with potential evapotranspiration estimated by the Penman–Monteith equation

(SPEI_pm). Significant wetting appeared to have occurred in northwestern corner of China

(Xinjiang Province), especially in winter. The middle to northeastern Tibetan Plateau also

experienced wetting in the last 52 years in general. Significantly, drying occurred in

Central China (mostly in the middle Yellow River basin) and southwestern China (Yun-

nan–Guizhou Plateau) in spring and in autumn. There is no evidence of an increase in

drought severity over China taking the whole country into account. On the contrary, the

hyper-arid and arid zones got significantly wetter in the last 52 years as indicated by both

SPI and SPEI.

Keywords Standardized Precipitation Index � Standardized Precipitation

Evapotranspiration Index � Land-surface humidity � Drought

1 Introduction

Drought is among the major natural hazards on the globe, since it affects not only agri-

culture, but also water supply for various other activities. For instance, using soil moisture

data simulated by long-term integrations of a coupled ocean–atmosphere model, Wetherald
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and Manabe (1999) showed that soil moisture decreases during most of the year in some

semi-arid regions of the subtropical to middle latitudes, such as the southern part of North

America, central Asia and the areas around the Mediterranean Sea. Ma and Fu (2006)

noticed that the drying trend dominated the eastern part of Northwest China, the central

part of North China and Northeast China based on monthly precipitation and monthly

mean surface air temperature during 1951–2004. Using a mixture of ground observations,

satellite observations, re-analysis data, and modeled data, Dai (2011) showed that there is

widespread drying over Africa, East and South Asia, and other areas from 1950 to 2008 in

terms of Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), and most of this drying is due to recent

warming. Further on, Dai (2013) synthesized observed aridity changes and compared them

with model-simulated changes and concluded that the observed global aridity changes up

to 2010 are consistent with model predictions, which suggests severe and widespread

droughts in the next 30–90 years over many land areas resulting from either decreased

precipitation and/or increased evaporation.

At the same time, some other results challenge such kind of link. Zou et al. (2005)

calculated PDSI using monthly air temperature and precipitation in China during the period

1951–2003, and found no long-term upward or downward trends in the percentage area of

drought in China as a whole, although they argued that there has been increased risk of

droughts since the late 1970s as global warming progresses. Bordi et al. (2006) assess

drought variability based on NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40 re-analysis data, and found that,

ERA-40 re-analysis data unveils a weak ‘‘global’’ trend toward wet conditions, whereas

NCEP/NCAR re-analysis suggests the absence of a ‘‘global’’ linear trend in dry/wet

conditions. Logan et al. (2010) calculated the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) over a

portion of the Central United States using monthly precipitation observation data for the

1900–2006 period and found that there are more wetting areas than drying areas in that

region. Using daily rain gauge data over Europe, Zolina et al. (2013) found that the

duration of wet spells exhibits a statistically significant growth over northern Europe and

central European Russia. Van der Schrier et al. (2013) present a new global dataset of

monthly self-calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) mainly based on Cli-

matic Research Unit (CRU) gridded precipitation and temperature data and satellite-based

Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data, showing that only a few isolated grid

squares exhibit trends that are statistically significant, and they conclude that previously

published evidence of unusually strong or widespread drying is not supported by their

work. Sheffield et al. (2012) argue that previous studies using PDSI algorithm may have

overestimated the change in drought over the last 60 years. The algorithm they used, which

takes into account changes in available energy, humidity, and wind speed, suggests that

there has been little change in drought over the past 60 years. The result of Sheffield et al.

(2012) raised a big controversy in hydro-meteorology research community (Romm 2012).

The mentioned inconsistency of detected trends at regional and global scales is raised

probably due to the differences in several aspects, including what kind and size of data are

used, how the drought is defined, and how the drought index is calculated. As mentioned

above, different kinds of data (including meteorological data, streamflow, and/or soil

moisture) are used in different studies, and these data are retrieved from different sources

(ground observations, satellite observations, re-analysis data, and/or model outputs).

Indices used by different researchers for assessing drought varied as well. Besides PDSI

and its variants, the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and many others are applied,

which may reflect different aspects of water deficiency at land surface.

In the present study, we use ground meteorological observations to investigate the

spatial and temporal characteristics of droughts in China. Description about the data and
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methods used are given in Sect. 2, results are presented in Sect. 3, and some discussions

are made in Sect. 4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Data used

Monthly ground-based meteorological observation data are obtained from the China

Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (http://cdc.cma.gov.cn.), including precipi-

tation, average temperature, maximum and minimum temperature, relative humidity,

sunshine hours, and wind speed. There are over 740 stations in total in the system. Data at

sites which are close but have different observational periods (with at least 1 year over-

lapped) are merged as one data series by the method of regression if their precipitation data

during the overlapping period have a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9. In total, 38

sites are merged into 19 sites. After quality checkup, 633 data series (including data at 19

merged sites) with few missing records and observation periods longer than 40 years are

used. Among the 633 series, 606 series have full data during the period 1961–2012. All the

observation sites are illustrated in Fig. 1. As no data are available in the region of Taiwan,

it is not considered in the following study.

2.2 Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)

Many indices have been developed for measuring the drought severity. Standardized

Precipitation Index (SPI) (McKee et al. 1993) is one of the most popular ones, which

considers only precipitation. It is based on the probability of recording a given amount of

precipitation, and the probabilities are standardized so that an index of zero indicates the

median precipitation amount, a negative index drought, and a positive index wet condi-

tions. As the dry or wet conditions become more severe, SPI becomes more negative or

positive.

SPI could be computed for different time scales, ranging from 1 month to 24 months,

for instance, to capture both short-term and long-term drought.

2.3 Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI)

It has been well recognized by many studies that the marked temperature rise affects the

severity of droughts (e.g., Ma and Fu 2006; Rebetez et al. 2006). Therefore, a new drought

index—the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI)—based on pre-

cipitation and potential evapotranspiration (PET) is proposed recently by Vicente-Serrano

et al. (2010). The procedure to calculate the SPEI index involves the calculation of

potential monthly or weekly water deficit/surplus (i.e., monthly or weekly difference

between precipitation and PET), the accumulation of deficit/surplus at different time

scales, and adjustment to a log-logistic probability distribution. PET is defined as the

amount of evaporation that would occur if a sufficient water source was available. There

are several methods available for calculating PET. Since the FAO-56 Penman–Monteith

(PM) equation (Allen et al. 1998) considers not only temperature, but also the effects of

wind speed and relative humidity in the calculation of PET, it is more physically rea-

sonable than the Thornthwaite equation (Thornthwaite 1948) which considers only the
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effect of temperature. Therefore, instead of using the Thornthwaite equation as in the

original algorithm of SPEI calculation, FAO-PM equation is used to calculate PET in the

calculation of SPEI here. The R Package created by Beguerı́a and Vicente-Serrano is used

to calculate SPEI, which is available at http://sac.csic.es/spei.

2.4 Mann–Kendall trend test

The Mann–Kendall (MK) test (Mann 1945), a rank-based nonparametric method, is

applied in this study to detect the existence of trend.

Under the null hypothesis H0 that a series {x1,…, xN} comes from a population where

the random variables are independent and identically distributed, the MK test statistic is

given by

S ¼
XN�1

i¼1

XN

j¼iþ1

sgnðxj � xiÞ; where sgnðxj � xiÞ ¼
þ1; xj [ xi

0; xj ¼ xi

�1; xj\xi

8
<

: ð1Þ

To avoid the occurrence of equal values, we may add a small uniformly distributed

random value in the interval (0, r/100), where r is the standard deviation of the series.

Kendall’s s, which measures the strength of the monotonic trend, is estimated by:

s ¼ 2S

NðN � 1Þ ð2Þ

The variance of S (rs
2) for the situation where there is no ties (i.e., equal values) in the x

values, is given by

Fig. 1 Locations of the meteorological observation sites
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r2
S
¼ 1

18
NðN � 1Þð2N þ 5Þ½ � ð3Þ

Under the null hypothesis, the quantity z defined in the following equation is approx-

imately standard and normally distributed:

z ¼
ðS� 1Þ=rs if S [ 0

0 if S ¼ 0

ðSþ 1Þ=rs if S\0

8
<

: ð4Þ

At a 0.05 (or 0.1) significance level, the null hypothesis of no trend is rejected if

|z| [ 1.96 (or 1.645).

For a series with given N, we can calculate its rs with Eq. (3). At a specified signifi-

cance level (say, 0.05 or 0.1), we know its corresponding critical value of z, accordingly we

can calculate the corresponding statistic S using Eq. (4) and consequently calculate the

critical value of Kendall’s s with Eq. (2). For instance, for a series with data size N = 52,

rs is 16059.3, at significance level 0.05 and 0.1, critical values of z are ±1.96 and ±1.645

and S are ±249.4 and ±209.5, consequently, critical values of s are approximately equal

±0.188 and ±0.158. Based on that, the detected trend could be divided into six zones

according to s, that is as follows: (1) s \ -0.188, indicating significant decrease; (2) s[[-

0.188 to -0.158), indicating weak decrease; (3) s[[-0.158 to 0), indicating not significant

decrease; (4) s[[0–0.158), indicating not significant increase; (5) s[[0.158–0.188), indi-

cating weak increase; (6) s C 0.188, indicating significant increase.

For those sites with data size = M \ N, we assume that the Kendall s for the period of

length N is consistent with the s for the period of length M with observations. This may

exaggerate the trend a little bit, but would not lead to considerable biases.

It is known that the positive serial correlation inflates the variance of the MK statistic

S and hence increases the possibility of rejecting the null hypothesis of no trend. By

examining the SPI and SPEI time series of different time scales equal or\12 months, we

found that the autocorrelation is negligible. Therefore, no preprocessing procedure is

applied here.

The Kendall s of MK trend test for SPI and SPEI time series is spatially interpolated

with the method of Inverse Distance Weighted interpolation, so as to make the spatial

characteristics viewed intuitively.

3 Results about SPI and SPEI changes

3.1 Spatial and temporal characteristics of SPI

As SPIs of long time scales are basically the accumulation effects of SPIs of short time

scales, therefore, to save the space, in the present study, we focus on two time scales, i.e.,

1 month and 12 months. As SPI-12 series for different months are similar for each month,

only SPI-12 series of December over the 52 years are analyzed. SPI-1 of every month

represents standardized precipitation of that month only; SPI-12 of December represents

the standardized precipitation totals of December and the previous 11 months. MK trend

test was applied to the SPI series with different time scales at each site, and then, the values

of Kendall’s s are interpolated over China. The results of SPI-1 and SPI-12 are shown in

Figs. 2 and 3.
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At the 1-month scale, drying or wetting trends can be found in different months and

different regions. Significant wetting (i.e., increase of SPI) is observed in southeastern

China (mostly in the middle and lower Yangtze River basin) in January, northeastern China

in December and March, the middle/eastern Tibetan Plateau in April and May, and

especially, the northwestern corner of China (Xinjiang Province) in later autumn to winter

 -0.188 -0.158 0 0.158 0.188

Dec Nov Oct 

Sep Aug Jul 

Jun MayApr

MarFebJan

Fig. 2 Distribution of Kendall’s s for 1-month SPI series over China

Fig. 3 Spatial distribution of Kendall’s s of 12-month SPI of December
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(i.e., November to February). Significant drying (i.e., decrease of SPI) is found in Central

China (mostly in the middle Yellow River basin) and the eastern Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau

in April, and the region between the Haihe River Plain and the south end of the Greater

Khingan Range in August. In summer to early autumn (i.e., June to September), significant

drying is also observed in some areas in southwestern China around the Yunnan–Guizhou

Plateau. Notably, almost no drying trend around is found anywhere in China in winter and

early spring (December to March).

At the 12-month scale, the northwestern half of China generally exhibits a wetting trend,

and there are two wetting centers, i.e., Xinjiang Province and the middle to the northeastern

Tibetan Plateau. Only some parts in southwestern China (i.e., the Yunnan–Guizhou Pla-

teau) and several small areas in Central and North China (i.e., mostly in the middle Yellow

River basin) have significant increase in dryness.

3.2 Spatial and temporal characteristics of SPEI

Similar to the case of SPI, we focus on the SPEI calculated at two time scales, i.e., 1-month

and 12-month time scales (referred to as SPEI-1 and SPEI-12) for all sites. MK trend test

was applied to the SPEI series with different time scales at each site, and then the values of

Kendall’s s are interpolated over China. The results of SPEI-1 and SPEI-12 are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5.

At the 1-month scale, months that exhibit significant drying trend (i.e., decrease of

SPEI) include August in the Haihe River Plain and the region to the west of the Greater

Khingan Range and April in Central China and the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau. The Yangtze

River delta region got drier in April and May. Vast areas in northwestern China experi-

enced significant wetting (i.e., increase of SPEI) from spring to autumn (i.e., April to

October). The middle to lower Yangtze River basin got significantly wetter in January and

August, so did the Haihe River Plain in May and northeastern China in December.

While the temporal and spatial pattern of SPEI-1 changes are in general in agreement

with those of SPI-1 changes, some differences can be found by comparing Figs. 2 and 4.

The most remarkable difference is that the significant wetting trend in terms of SPEI is not

seen in terms of SPI in Xinjiang during the period from April to October. The drying trend

in terms of SPEI in some areas in north Tibet Plateau and northeastern China in February is

not observed in terms of SPI either.

At the 12-month scale (Fig. 5, SPEI-12 of December), we can see a clear spatial pattern

that Xinjiang and its surrounding regions got wetter (i.e., SPEI increased significantly),

whereas some areas in the Central China and the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau got drier (i.e.,

SPEI decreased significantly). Comparing the results of SPI-12 and SPEI-12 (in Figs. 3 and

5), we find that while both SPI-12 and SPEI-12 indicate the significant wetting trend in the

west part of China, the places they indicated do not match each other exactly.

3.3 SPI and SPEI change in different moisture zones

The spatial–temporal pattern of drought severity change in China is further examined by

calculating the average SPI and SPEI in different moisture zones over the 1961–2012

periods. The moisture zone is defined according to land-surface humidity index (HI)

defined as the ratio of precipitation P to potential evapotranspiration (PET), that is,

HI = P/PET, where PET is calculated with FAO Penman–Monteith formula (Allen et al.

1998).
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HI may be calculated at different time scale as SPI and SPEI, but to reflect long-term

status of land-surface humidity, it is calculated at the annual time scale here. The annual HI

boundaries at 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, and 0.65 were adopted by UNEP/GEMS as the thresholds

separating hyper-arid, arid, semi-arid, sub-humid, and humid moisture zones (Hulme et al.

1992). The criteria are modified in the present study by adding a further boundary at

 -0.188 -0.158 0 0.158 0.188

raMbeFnaJ

Jun yaMrpA

Sep Aug Jul 

Dec Nov Oct 

Fig. 4 Distribution of Kendall’s s for 1-month SPEI series over China

< -.188
-.188 ~ -.158
-.158 ~ 0
0 ~ .158
.158 ~ .188
>.188

Fig. 5 Spatial distribution of Kendall’s s of 12-month SPEI of December
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HI = 1. We define the zone with HI [ 1 as a hyper-humid zone. Figure 6 shows six

moisture zones in terms of the average annual HI all over China during 1961–2012.

We averaged the annual SPI-12 and SPEI-12 of December for each moisture zone over

the period 1961–2012. The average SPI-12 and SPEI-12 time series for each moisture zone

are shown in Fig. 7, and the MK trend test results for the series are presented in Table 1.

From Fig. 7 and Table 1, we see that there is no evidence of the increase in drought

severity over China taking the whole country into account. On the contrary, the hyper-arid

and arid zones got significantly wetter in the last 52 years in terms of both SPI and SPEI.

4 Discussions

The wetting trend in Xinjiang shown by both SPI and PEI in the present study was noticed

more than a decade ago (Hu et al. 2001), and it is believed that the climatic regime there

has shifted from warm-dry to warm-wet since the mid-1980s. Such a wetting trend has

been confirmed by different drought indices, including precipitation anomaly, PDSI, SPI,

and SPEI by the present study and many others (e.g., Ma and Fu 2006; Dai 2013; Zhai et al.

2010).

The wetting trend in southeastern China in winter (mainly in January as shown in

Figs. 2 and 4) has been noticed by many studies in the recent decade, and is attributed to

the abnormal anticyclone over south Japan transporting warm and humid air from the

tropical Pacific to South China (Zhang et al. 2014).

Northeastern China also experienced wetting trend in winter (mainly in December) and

early spring (March). That was not reported by earlier studies such as Bordi et al. (2004)

who showed that the northern part of eastern China experienced dry conditions more

frequently from the 1970s onwards and Ma and Fu (2006) who showed that the central and

the southern parts of northeastern China experienced significant drying trend during

1951–2004.

The significant increase in drought severity mostly occurred in Central China and the

Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau in terms of both SPI and SPEI according to our study. Some

parts in northeastern and northern China also show increased trend of drought in some

months, but the extent is less than that shown by some others, such as Dai (2013).

As precipitation is the dominant driving force in the process of drought, SPI has been

proven to be a very good indicator of meteorological drought (Keyantash and Dracup

2002) despite its simplicity. Although SPEI is physically sounder than SPI, because SPEI

explicitly takes the effects of more meteorological variables (i.e., both precipitation and

temperature) regarding drought conditions into account than SPI, the spatial and temporal

patterns of drought severity change implicated by SPI and SPEI are basically alike. To

explain the reason behind this, first of all, we take two sites in China (Beijing and Urumqi),

as examples, plotting their annual precipitation, annual temperature, annual PET with

Thornthwaite formula (PET_th), annual PET with Penman–Monteith formula (PET_pm),

SPI-12, SPEI-12 calculated with Thornthwaite formula (SPEI_th-12), and SPEI-12 cal-

culated with Penman–Monteith formula (SPEI_pm-12) in Fig. 8.

In the case of Beijing, the mean value of annual precipitation is 556.3 mm with a

standard deviation of 160.0 mm, whereas the mean value of annual PET_pm is

1071.7 mm with a standard deviation of 56.1 mm, that is, the coefficient of variation of

precipitation (0.288) is much larger than that of PET_pm (0.052). The case of Urumqi

(the capital city of Xinjiang Province) is similar to that of Beijing. Because SPEI is

calculated based on the difference between precipitation and PET, whereas the range of
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PET change is much smaller than that of precipitation change, thus the change of SPEI is

dominated by the precipitation change. This is clearly indicated by the fact that the

absolute values of the correlation between SPEI (in the form of either Penman–Monteith

or Thornthwaite) and precipitation is much greater than that between SPEI and tem-

perature (Table 2). Consequently, SPI-12 and SPEI-12 (both SPEI_th-12 and SPEI_pm-

12) have basically the same pattern of temporal variations for both Beijing and Urumqi

as shown in Fig. 8.

On the other hand, how PET is calculated may affect the SPEI greatly. Since the

temperature in Beijing increased significantly, PET_th in Beijing also exhibited significant

increase, resulting in the significant decrease in SPEI_th-12 (Fig. 8). However, PET_pm

exhibits no significant trend over that last 52 years, therefore, SPEI_pm-12 preserves the

Fig. 6 Moisture zones over China in terms of annual HI
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similar temporal characteristics to SPI in Beijing, i.e., no significant trend. In a recent work

of Yu et al. (2014), where droughts over China during the period 1951–2010 are inves-

tigated, it is concluded that a significant upward trend of dry conditions occurred in many

parts of China, and severe droughts have become more serious since late 1990s for all parts

of China. In their study, the calculation of SPEI is based on PET_th. However, by com-

paring the spatial distribution of Kendall’s s of annual PET_pm (shown in Fig. 9) and

annual PET_th (shown in Fig. 10), we see that PET_th indicates an overwhelming

Table 1 MK trend test results
for 12-month SPI/SPEI time ser-
ies of different moisture zones

p values less than 0.05, in italic,
indicate that the null hypothesis
of no trend could be rejected at
the 0.05 significance level

Moisture zone SPI SPEI

Tau p value Tau p value

Hyper-arid 0.204 0.034 0.324 0.001

Arid 0.302 0.002 0.365 0.000

Semi-arid 0.107 0.269 0.133 0.167

Semi-humid -0.051 0.597 -0.006 0.956

Humid -0.051 0.597 -0.024 0.807

Hyper-humid -0.045 0.642 0.039 0.687
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significant increase in PET over China, while significant increases in PET only occur in

northwestern part of northeastern China, northeastern part of the Tibetan Plateau and a

corner of southwestern China. On the other hand, it is widely recognized now, FAO-56

Penman–Monteith (PM) formula is superior to Thornthwaite formula for potential ET

calculation. Therefore, using Thornthwaite formula in the calculation of SPEI may lead to

biased assessment of drought change in China.

While the overall difference between SPI and SPEI over China is not great, by com-

paring the spatial characteristics of SPI and SPEI changes closely, we find that SPEI

indicates a larger area of significant wetting that SPI, and the difference between SPI and

SPEI is especially obvious in Xinjiang. That is mainly because there are more regions

exhibiting decreasing trend in PET than regions exhibiting increasing trend in China, as

shown in Fig. 9, and the significant decreasing trend in PET is especially extensive in

Xinjiang.

When detecting environment change, several factors may affect the conclusion con-

siderably, i.e., the measures used, the data used, and the time spell of interest.

4.1 Measures used

To measure the drought severity, many indices have been proposed in the last several

decades. The use of different indices may lead to considerably different conclusions about

drought severity change. It has been noticed that the PDSI tends to show statistically

stronger trends than the SPI (e.g., Zhai et al. 2010). That may partly explain the difference

in the extent of the areas exhibiting increasing trend of drought severity in northeastern and

northern China between our results with that of Dai (2013) which used PDSI as the drought

severity indicator. Even for a specific index, different forms may have significant differ-

ences, such as SPEI_pm and SPEI_th which use different formula for PET calculation.

Although it was claimed by Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010) that the method used to calculate

the PET in the drought index calculation is not critical, and the difference between

SPEI_pm-12 and SPEI_th-12 for Beijing is not too much by visual inspection in Fig. 8, the

Mann–Kendall test shows that there exhibits significant trend for SPEI_th-12 but no trend

for SPEI_pm-12 at the 0.05 significance level, which indicates the significant impact of

PET calculation on the temporal characteristics of SPEI.

4.2 Data used

It is known that precipitation is the main driver of drought variability, but there are

uncertainties in precipitation trends at regional to global scales (Sheffield et al. 2012).

Regarding the recent debate over drought change, we can find obvious differences among

the data used in different studies. The data used by Sheffield et al. (2012) are mainly from a

Table 2 Correlation between
SPEI-12 and annual precipita-
tion/average temperature

Urumqi Beijing

SPEI_th SPEI_pm SPEI_th SPEI_pm

Precipitation 0.9456 0.9027 0.9628 0.9714

Temperature -0.3768 -0.3131 -0.4202 -0.2450
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global meteorological dataset constructed by combining a suite of global observation-

based datasets with the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-analysis and further processed using down-

scaling and disaggregation methods. That is, the data they used are the combination of

modeled data and observed data, which are quite different from the data we used in the

present study. When investigating global long-term precipitation trends from 1950 to 2010,

Dai (2013) used gridded global annual mean observed precipitation data. But comparing

our SPI trend detection results (which are based on ground precipitation observations) with

his long-term trends, we find that while the general spatial pattern is similar, there are some

significant disagreements in some areas which indicate the possible differences in the

‘‘observed’’ data used. For instance, the decrease of precipitation described in Dai’s

research in southeastern China is not observed in our ground observations. Therefore,

besides the differences in the way of defining drought and the methods used for assessing

the changes by different authors, the discrepancies of the conclusions may mainly be

resulted from the differences of the data.

In addition, it should be noted that there may be considerable uncertainty in the detected

change in western China, especially in the western Tibetan Plateau, because the density of

observation sites there is very low.

< -.188
-.188 ~ -.158
-.158 ~ 0
0 ~ .158
.158 ~ .188
>.188

Fig. 9 Spatial distribution of Kendall’s s of annual PET calculated with FAO Penman–Monteith equation

< -.188
-.188 ~ -.158
-.158 ~ 0
0 ~ .158
.158 ~ .188
>.188

Fig. 10 Spatial distribution of Kendall’s s of annual PET calculated with Thornthwaite equation
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4.3 Time spell of interested

Interdecadal low-frequency climate variability and abrupt climate changes have been

observed by many researchers. For instance, the North Pacific climate regime shifted in the

1970s marked by a notable transition from the persistent warming (cooling) condition over

the central (eastern) North Pacific since the late 1960s toward the opposite condition

around the mid-1970s (Nakamura et al. 1997), and the summer rainfall over the middle-

lower valley of the Yangtze River and over the whole eastern China experienced a notable

regime shift in about 1979 (Gong and Ho 2002). Bordi et al. (2009) showed that the length

of data record is found to affect the detected trend of drought and wetness greatly, and the

linear trend of wetting or drying in Europe is considerably weaker if the period 1998–2009

is included in the analysis than only considering the period 1949–1997, because of the

trend reversal during the last decade. That implies the important effect of the time period

considered in the research of change detection, especially for regions that experience

nonlinear trends. Differences in the length of data may produce considerable impacts on

detected trends.

5 Conclusions

Using monthly meteorological observation data at 633 sites in China during 1961–2012,

drought severity change is investigated in terms of the Standardized Precipitation Index

(SPI) and the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index with potential evapo-

transpiration estimated using the Penman–Monteith equation (SPEI_pm). Both SPI and

SPEI_pm indicate that, significant wetting occurred in northwestern corner of China

(Xinjiang Province), especially in winter. The middle to northeastern Tibetan Plateau also

experienced wetting in general. Significantly, drying is found in Central China (mostly in

the middle Yellow River basin) and southwestern China (Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau) in

spring and autumn. In the context of global warming, there is no evidence of an increase in

drought severity over China taking the whole country into account. On the contrary, the

hyper-arid and arid zones got significantly wetter in the last 52 years in terms of both SPI

and SPEI_pm.

Since the coefficient of variation of precipitation is generally much larger than that of

potential evapotranspiration (PET) in China, whereas the SPEI_pm is calculated based on

the difference between precipitation and PET, the change of SPEI_pm is dominated by

precipitation change. Consequently, in general, SPEI_pm is in agreement with SPI which is

fully depended on precipitation. However, the way of PET calculation (i.e., using Penman–

Monteith equation or using Thornthwaite equation) has a significant impact on the tem-

poral characteristics of SPEI.

When detecting environment change, several factors may affect the conclusion con-

siderably. The discrepancies of the conclusions regarding drought changes reported by

different researchers may be resulted from the differences of the data used, their ways of

defining drought, and the methods used for assessing the changes.
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